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26 November 2021 

 

Lake District National Park Authority  

Wayfaring House 

Murley Moss Business Park 

Oxenholme Road 

Kendal 

LA9 7RL 

 

For the attention of Kevin Richards 

 

Dear Kevin 

 

Re: 7/2020/2291 - Ullock Moss, Cupboard Field and land between, West of Derwentwater, 

Borrowdale Valley 

 

As you will be aware, ADPC at its February 2021 meeting voted to support the above planning 

application in the following terms: 

 

“Support with the following conditions: We do not support the additional amenities of the shuttle bus or 

cycle hire – as it is felt that these could attract extra traffic flow through Portinscale, and there are 

already cycle hire providers in the area. We would request that the carpark go ahead only if/when 

double yellow lines are in place at the stretch of road around Nichol End, (although we would support a 

small, temporary car park until these parking restrictions are in place). “ 

 

ADPC have reviewed the Report from the Head of Development Management to the Development 

Control Committee (the Report) and now wish to make the follow points of clarification. 

 

First, we note that the provision of a shuttle bus service between Ullock Moss and Cupboard Field and 

additional space for a bike hire business remain part of the planning application proposal. ADPC do not 

support the shuttle bus or bike hire because they will lead to Ullock Moss becoming a focal attraction, 

contributing to increased traffic through Portinscale village. 

 

Proposed Condition no.3 in the Report refers to the implementation of off-site measures, including 

parking restrictions along the C2057 and in Portinscale village, as detailed in approved Traffic 

Management Study Draft 5, 12 January 2021 (TMS).  In relation to parking restrictions in Portinscale 

village, the Table of Measures in the TMS refers to double yellow lines (DYLs) ‘as originally proposed by 

CCC.’ It is assumed that these relate to the Traffic Regulation Order (TRO) described at paragraph 5.24 

of the Report. 

 

ADPC wish to clarify that there were concerns about the TRO ‘as originally proposed by CCC’ including 

the extent and location of the DYLs through the village, and these were set out in writing to the Local 

Highways Authority at that time. Whilst we have been advised that any TRO would be subject to 

further public consultation, the final sentence of paragraph 5.24 of the Report, namely that the TRO 

would be endorsed by ADPC ‘when alternative parking could be provided’ is somewhat misleading. 

 

ADPC would also like to document that the proposed extension of DYLs beyond Nichol End to the 

Swinside triangle has not been proposed by the Local Highways Authority, or consulted on, in the past. 

 

Members of ADPC voted that this letter be sent to you in an Extraordinary Meeting held on 26 

November 2021. We would therefore be grateful if it could be made available to all Members of 

Planning Committee ahead of the meeting on 1st December 2021. 

 

 

Kind Regards 

 
Mrs R E Kelly 

Clerk to Above Derwent Parish Council 

https://abovederwentparishcouncil.wordpress.com/

